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Classwork 5-18-2020
This is a short week!  We are off on Friday and on Monday 
for Memorial Day!!
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Good morning and Hello from Mrs. Cronin!                     

Today is 5/14/2020

Where To Find Your Work:  https://lynncronin.weebly.com/

Learning Objectives: Today we will review how to read the 
pages of these screens.  There are some neat tips that will 
really help you.

Learning Activities: PowerPoint, Quizlet 

How We Communicate: lcronin@wtps.org / 856-857-7707
MA.5.OA.B.3, MA.5.NBT.B.5

mailto:lcronin@wtps.org
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Look at the bottom of the screen you are working on.

This one shows that I am working in Chrome 
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Look at the bottom of the screen you are working on.

This one shows that I am working in Edge



If you are in Chrome.

Close the screen and find the Edge logo on your desktop.  

Open edge and re-open this file in Edge.
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Good – Now you are in Edge
Once you are in edge you can have this whole file read itself to you!!
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The first thing I do in Edge is click the “fit to width” button.

This just makes the whole page show up on the screen
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This is the cool part!

Click Read Aloud
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Did it work?

Did the guy with the computer voice 

start talking to you?

He is reading the file!!
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His voice is a little annoying!

But we can fix that!
While he is still talking, Click on the button of a person
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When you click on the person you get this screen.

I like the speed at medium, and I like the voice of Zira, 

but you choose which you would like.
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While the screen is being read it will dim,

But one of these boxes will show at the top of the window.

If you click the sideways equals sign it will stop talking

If you hit the triangle it will start talking again.
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The voice does not read perfectly.

It really butchers large numbers

(it never read my “how to read a number” file!)

But it is certainly better than reading it yourself!!
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How to read the pages 

In my lessons.
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This is the headline of the page
(always read this first)

This is instructions or tips.

(Always read this after the 

headline.)

At the bottom I usually put in some other tip – a lot of the time it tells you to complete the 
work on the page then move to the next page.  Read this LAST and follow these instructions!
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I expect you to read every
word on the pages 

that I send.

And I expect you to read them in order.

Headline first, then instructions, then the final
instructions that are on the bottom of the page.
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Try it, 
read the next page in order.
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Draw a star at the top of your paper.

If you don’t know how 

to draw a star, that’s 

OK.

Cross out the star and

draw a smiley face.

Do not complete the problem on this page. Just send me a picture of the star and 

smiley face and you will not even have to complete drills or Quizlet today!  Ignore any

instructions on other pages – send me the smiley face only.



Work on Quizlet:
https://quizlet.com/_8eorid?x=1qqt&i=2qrr7s

Please also 
complete your drills.


